
 

 

How To Shift Into The 5th Dimension : 7 Things You Must Know 

We are moving to an amazing era of New Age or Fifth Dimensional Earth which is full of 

extreme heavenly bliss. However it is up to us to allow the flow of energy from the creator to 

manifest literally anything into our experience. Since our creator made ourselves in his 

image, we have a free will to create anything that we want in our reality. 
 

Most of the humanity this time is in power and control from government and corporations as 

we don’t know our true nature as a creator and creating realities that involves lot of stress 

and struggle. As lot of us are waking up, we are enlightening others about their lost powers. 
 

The need at this time is to be more spiritual and understand and practice it . No one can 

force anyone to believe in spiritual stuff. However with changing vibrations you won’t be able 

to survive in the negative influence and will very soon know who you are. To enter into the 

fifth dimensional Earth, it’s important for you to be happy and motivated all the time. Let the 

feelings be your guide and understand the following points: 
 

 1. Nothing is permanent 
 

Understand that everything you see and feel is made of energy and energy can be 

transformed into different matter. Everything around us has some consciousness. Reason 

you are here on Earth is to experience and expand your consciousness as everything 

possible has already been done. 
 

2. Live in the moment of the "Now" 

 

Your past, future and present is happening right NOW. There’s no concept of time in spiritual 

world. That’s what fifth dimensions and higher are all about.  
 

 3. Set no goals 
 

By setting goals you are trapping yourself in the future which you haven’t manifested yet 

and struggle to achieve those goals. The problem here is that most of us set goals which are 

very small and feel happy about manifesting them. If you are setting goals like pay bills, go 

to grocery, then probably you should know how to order from the universe. However it is 

always good if you maintain a journal writing down how you feel each day and what made 

you feel like that. 
 

 4. Everything is possible if you believe 

 

We live in parallel universes and create our own universe by experiencing things from those 

parallel universes. By having a desire and feeling good about having it you are shifting your 

universe. More faith you have in yourself, it’d be much easier to manifest or experience 

anything. 
 

 5. Ask and it is given 

 

Law of Attraction is a Universal Law which says like attracts like.That’s why people say think 



big because when you think big and have faith, universe will match the exact vibration. More 

you allow, more you’ll manifest. Manifestations in 5D Earth are instant and there’s no 

concept of Time. 
 

 6. Do only things that you love 

 

By doing things you love, you are allowing Universe to shift itself and give you more and 

more experience of things and events that you would love. 
 

 7. We are all one 

 

Everything is consciousness. The air you breathe or the mountains that you see are made by 

some spiritual beings. All of us on planet Earth are given free will which is not so with most 

of the planets, however there’s lot of judgement and differences that we create in our mind 

and don’t exercise our Free Will properly living in the world full of discrimination. New Age or 

5D Earth is all about enlightened society of people where there is no discrimination and your 

manifestations are instant. Also know that as humans we are eternal beings and don’t die. 


